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[] Deteriorated 0 Ruins [] Unexposed 

(Chock One) 

Moved Original Silo 

The Grove Park Inn, which crowns a ridge at the foot of Sunset 
Mountain, overlooks the valley within which the city of Asheville is con
tained The Blue Ridge JVIountains provide a background The inn, situated 
on a north-south axis, is built in five sections which join end-to-end and 
step in terrace-like placement along the ridge It is located amid a 
complex of cottages_, staff donnitories_, and small outbuildings tucked into 
the hillside, and is reached by a circular flagstone drive which leads to 
the main entrm1ce in the center of main (east) facade beneath a porte 
cochere The iru1 is surrounded by terraces The flagstone drives and 
footpaths which encircle it render the entire park terrain accessible. 
From the west (rear) side of the inn a broad terraced lawn slopes down to 
tennis courts_, a swimming pool and a golf course A small stone guardhouse 
with a tile roof located on a rise at the head of the circular drive 
originally controlled access to the inn, but it is no longer used for this 
purpose. Also part of the original complex is an arcaded shelter in the 
same architectural idion located at the terminus of the former trolley 
line which transported visitors to the inn until 1934. There are several 
rustic staff cottages; ·C,he largest of these, Sunset Hall, is a simple, 
striking Tudor Revival structure. 

Native uncut granite boulders, quarried from Sunset Mountain_, laid 
over a reinforced concrete frame_, form the wall surfaces and chimneys of 
the inn The stones are laid with no mortar joints visible and with moss 
and lichens still in place, forming walls four and a half feet in thickness. 
Red clay tile produced in Tennessee covers the main roof and several of the 
terrace roofs. The large main block is four double bays wide and four 
stories high with a roof pierced by two rows of dormers--thus having six 
floors in all. The other sections are also four stories high_, but have 
only a single row of dormers, with a total of five floors Each window 
opening is crowned by a huge horizontal boulder lintel su:cmounted by a 
rough flat stone arch and contains a casement window. The windows on the 
main block occur in four pairs. Each bay in the first story of the main 
facade of the central block contains a floor-length casement opening. All 
of these serve as windows except for the double doors which occur in the 
inner half of each of the two central double bays The upper three levels 
of this block contain large double windows in each side. 

The tremendously plastic deep hip roof is composed of a bottom layer 
five inches thick of Portland cement with steel reinforcing rods. Five 
layers of Trinidad asphalt alternating with three layers of asbestos felt 
cover the cement_, and clay tile secured with steel nails and roof cement 
forms the outer covering The organic roof overhangs the walls in great 
undulating eaves Each dormer, covered ·with red clay tiles, is an eyelid 
opening of the roof itself Their shape and placement repeat the design 
of the eaves The small upper dormers and the larger lower ones both con
tain double casement vJindows The roofs of the flanking sections have 
straight rather than undulating eaves, and contain a single row of windows 
similar to those that appear on the main roof The ridges of the roof of 
the central block and of the northernmost section, the kitchen, are glazed 
with a continuous flat skylight A huge granite interior chimney rises 
from the end of each section A tall square granite stack which rises 
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against the east elevation of the northernmost section serves the steam 
heating plant, formerly powered by coal and now oil-fueled 

DATE 

A three-bay porte cochere with a shed roof of red clay tile supported 
on square granite boulder posts shelters the main entrance to the inn The 
tHo double oak doors, each having a flat-paneled lovJer half and a glazed upper 
half, open beneath the porte cochere into the great lobby@ A terrace with 
granite boulder walls which extend above the red flagstone floors as a low 
parapet begins south of the porte cochere, continuing around the southern
most section and extending along the west side of the structure to the end 
of the section which flanks the main block on the north The section of 
terrace surrounding the southern wing was originally sheltered by a shed roof 
of red clay tile supported on stone posts like those of the porte cochere, but 
is now widened and enclosed, with broad eA~anses of jalousy windows and a red 
composition shingle shed roof The terrace widens along the west side of the 
main block into a grand piazza, illuminated by large copper lanterns which 
hang from wooden beams projecting from the wall between each of the five bays. 
The small sw1 porch with an open garage beneath which projects from the main 
block north of the porte cochere was added a year after the construction of 
the inn 

The interior plan and furnishing of the Grove Park Inn equal the 
exterior design in the combination of grandeur of scale and rustic simplicity 
of materials The main lobby or great hall, 120 feet long and 80 feet wide, 
which occupies the entire first floor of the main section, is the center of 
activity in the inn At each end of the room is a great chimney breast, 
built of boulders, that projects into the room with a huge square hearth 
opening, a pair of equally large wrought-iron andirons and a wide hearth 
ledge The rough boulder walls were originally exposed on all sides, but 
during the 19)) remodelling, the end wall areas flanking the fireplaces were 
plastered to emphasize the fireplaces themselves A small electric elevator 
manufactured by Otis Elevator Company and original to the structure rises at 
the rear of each chimney stack. Six huge columns, whose central steel and 
concrete cores were originally surrounded by rough boulders like the walls 
and are now encased in vinyl-covered plaster, support the coffered ceiling. 
Suspended from the center of each coffer, formed by the exposed concrete 
beams of the ceiling, is a solid square copper lighting fixture ornamented 
by a dogwood blossom design The central bays of the east and west sides 
contain double doors surmounted by casement transoms which open on the west 
to the main terrace and on the east beneath the porte cochere. The wicker 
furniture with which the lobby was originally furnished has disappeared, 
although some remains in the Palm Court. The original large grandfather 
clock manufactured by Roycrofters for this room is, however, still present. 
The massive oak furniture in a robust rustic design which now ornaments the 
lobby was purchased in the 1940s from an Illinois lodge. 

The main level of the adjoining north wing contains the main dining 
room, and smaller dining and entertainment areas occupy the adjoining south 
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wing The main kitchen_, located in the next-to-last north section is open to 
the concrete rafters, which are supported by floor-to-ceiling concrete pillars. 
The skylight further lightens the kitchen, with its white tile walls and floor .. 
The original furnishings of these areas have been replaced. In addition to 
service areas the ground level originally contained a gyrru1asium complete with 
swimming pool, and a bowling alley with ·J50-foot lanes was located beneath the 
main west terrace This level has now been converted to conference rooms. 
The guest rooms, located on the upper stories of the main block and the north 
and south flanking sections are all quite small, apparently intentionally so, 
to encourage guests to seek amusement in the comrrron rooms This is consistent 
with an early booklet describing the inn which emphasizes the intention of 
the management that the uses of the "amusement rooms 11 and the bedrooms be well 
differentiated.. The bedrooms of the main block open onto a central Palm Court, 
which is open from the third floor to the roof and surrounded at each level 
by a plaster tile-coped balconyo The luxuriant greenery inside the court is 
bathed in sunlight from the roof skylight 1vhich extends the length of the 
court The unusual width of the interior partition walls was expressly in
tended to insure absolute separation of recreation and rest. The partition 
walls separating the unusually vJide corridors and bedrooms are tile partitions 
almost one-and-one-half feet thick, and the ceilings of the main lobby and of 
the former bowling alley and billiard rooms are constructed of solid concrete 
over one foot in thickness The handsome original solid oak bedroom furniture, 
produced by the White Furniture Company of Mebane, North Carolina. in a severe 
slat-like style reminiscent of the geometric dignity and simplicity of William 
Morris's English furniture, is still in use The bathrooms retain the elegant 
original porcelain fixtures and light fixtures, manufactured by Haines, Jones 
and Cadbury of Philadelphia All the floor surfaces in the inn, including the 
steps, are covered with ceramic tile in varying sizes and designs. The inn 
advertised follovang its opening that not a single electric bulb was visible; 
the more than 600 solid copper indirect lighting fixtures, manufactured for 
the inn at the time of its construction by the Roycrofters are still function
ing. The square suspended fixtures which·illuminate the first floor of the 
south wing contain an abstract fleur-de-lis pattern. Conical fixtures with 
turquoise accents suspended from the ceiling and copper lanterns hung between 
the side bays illuminate the dining room. Simple suspended globes light the 
corridors of the sleeping areas. 

The major renovation of the Grove Park Inn, which occurred in 1955 
upon its purchase by the Jack Tar Hotel Company, was effected with respect for 
both the interior and exterior of the structure. The finest of the original 
furnishings were renewed and retained, although the original rugs had to be 
replaced. A private bath was installed to serve each room, those in the wing 
rooms created within one of the two cavernous trunk closets which each of 
these chambers possessed Terraces were enclosed and an outside swimming 
pool and sundeck were added. The addition of a fifty-room lodge south of the 
inn in 1958 and a recent guest wing to the northernmost section have completed 
the complex to the present. 
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E W. Grove, owner of the pha~1aceutical firm manufacturing Bromo-

.· 

Quinine, was the builder of the Grove Park Inn He had come to Asheville 
to establish a chemical company and found the climate so much to his 
liking that he purchased land there A log building he had seen in 
Yellowstone Park suggested to him the idea of constructing a mountain 
lodge His concept, however, called for building with the natural rough 
stone of the mountain on whose western slope he planned to locate the 
lodge He consulted several architects and, feeling that none had grasped 
his idea, he entrusted the design to his son-in-law, Fred 1. Seely. A 
former newspaperman, Seely undertook to design and construct Grove Park 
Inn without engaging an architect or contractor. 

The huge boulders which form the walls and terraces of the hotel were
brought to the site by trains of fifteen wagons carrying over forty tons 
of stone on each trip A few of the boulders range in weight from three 
to five tons Hundreds of North Carolina laborers were employed as well as 
Italian masonso Instructions were given that when the inn was finished 
11not a piece of stone was to be visible to the eye except it show the time
etched face given it by thousands of years of sun and rain that had beaten 
on it .. 11 The rocks were laid with lichens and moss just as they were found .. 
The hotel was completed in eleven months and twenty-seven days, and its 
grand opening was held on July 1, 1913. William Jennings Bryan gave the 
opening address An early advertisement in the National Geographic boasted 

Four hundred one-piece rugs vJere made at Aubusson, France. 
Seven hundred pieces of furniture and over 600 lighting 
fixtures of solid copper made by hand by the Roycrofters. 

The rugs lasted until 1955, and the lighting fixtures are still in use. 
The Roycrofters were a colony of artisans and artists located in East 
Aurora, New York. Founded by socialist author and publisher Elbert Hubbard, 
the colony followed a doctrine similar to that of William Morris and pro
duced handmade books, furniture, wrought-iron work, and other objects. The 
retention of such a great quantity of their handwork is quite significant, 
esthetically and historically. 

Over the years the hotel has entertained many famous guests including 
the Franklin Delano Roosevelt family, Henry Ford, John D. Rockefeller, and 
President Woodrow Wilson. Federal agencies took over the property ·during 
World War II, from 1942 to 1946. The State Department used it as an 
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internment center for Axis diplomats, and later the Navy used it as a rest 
and rehabilitation center The Philippine government in exile was then 
located in one of the cottages on the sixty-acre tract. For a decade after 
the war its mmer, Ike Hall, operated the hotel but decided to sell it and 
re tuTn to bus ss in Oklahomao 

Jack Tar Hotel Company bought the hotel September 28, 1955. Consider
able effort was made to restore the resort to its original state, and the 
original oak furniture was refinished Fifty rooms were added in 1958, and 
a new north wing was opened in 1963 Located about a mile from the top of 
Sunset Mountain, Grove Park Inn is now operated by the Jack Tar Hotel Company 
as a summer resort and convention center 

The materials from which the Grove Park Inn was constructed were taken 
in large part from the mountain on which it stands The structure reflects 
an earnest attempt to erect an honest building with no substitution of con
temporary popular desien for classic construction fonns, all the more 
remarkable because it was designed by an amateur architect during an era of 
gaudy architectural pretension The inn is a vernacular reflection of the 
architectural use of native materials on a massive and rough scale which 
was popularized by H. H@ Richardson and others. The unusual and striking 
intimacy between the structure and its natural environment is one of the 
factors in the continued success of the Grove Park Inn in its intended 
function and perhaps the chief factor in its architectural significance. 
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